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A great deal of systems software is available to enable
researchers to utilize complex computation and data grids to
perform and visualise large batches of scientific jobs [1]–[6].
However, the dependency structure for molecular hyperdynamics simulation [7]–[9] does not fall into well-studied categories. Without user interaction to steer the workflow structure,
a brute force implementation could consume months of computer time. In this report, a distributed scientific filesystem is
employed upon which the researcher may perform distributed
computations while enabling the browsability required to
maintain control of the virtual experiment. We demonstrate the
computation time savings available through user interaction
with batches of jobs running on an unreliable resource fabric,
an unwieldy combination of volunteer computing sites as
well as a cooperative, controlled storage network of borrowed
disk space: common aspects of these systems are highlighted
in Table I. These benefits are enabled through the use of
opportunistic computing and storage systems driven by a
reusable methodology and software system called the steerable
parameterized workflow, the primary topic in this discussion.
S TORAGE A BSTRACTION : T HE S CIENTIFIC F ILESYSTEM
Modern e-Science applications motivate efforts to bridge the
gap between the management of computation and storage. The
combination of a variety of technologies including worldwide
computing resources, task/data co-schedulers, and workflow
development tools provides great opportunities for computational research, but system designers must remain grounded in
the need for scientists to obtain understandable, reproducible
results. Our approach to the problem formulates tangible,
steerable data sweeps, constituting a scientific exploration of a
parameter space. This provides a cooperative framework that
drives well-defined computational transformations making up
the work units of a scientific simulation or other computation.
In this framework, typical molecular simulation applications
involve the generation of simulated molecular trajectories over
a range of input parameters. Figure 1(a) diagrams this method
by indicating simulation segments - restartable chunks of a
simulation - as functions of the simulation parameters. The
hyperdynamics application described in this paper differs in
that only a subset of the whole parameter space will be
explored- it is too large to fully explore and only a part is of
interest. However, the area of interest is not known in advance
and must be determined by user inspection of previously
computed segments. The interesting areas of the parameter
space are entered by branching from the existing segments,

creating a new trajectory that differs from the unmodified
sequence in that a new bias force is applied to the system.
Thus, additional metadata must be stamped on each segment
to record the location of the segment in the search tree, as
diagrammed in Figure 1(b). These stored segments conflate
concepts such as workflow node, application checkpoint, and
pre-staged input data source.
S TEERABLE M ETADATA -D RIVEN E XECUTION
Many parameter search applications must address the two
challenges posed by breadth and depth. Expanding search
breadth allows the algorithm to explore many search paths
in parallel. Depth allows a search to proceed for a long period
of time, assuming that proceeding down a narrow pathway
is expected to come to the desired result. The researcher
may run a long simulation and wait for occurrences of
interesting events; or the researcher may run an ensemble
of short simulations that attempt to find the same events.
Long runs on unreliable resources require regular checkpoints;
and benefit from a storage system that allows structured and
tagged application-aware checkpoints. Broad runs on highly
parallel resources are easily developed and synchronized on
the parameterized data storage system.
In hyperdynamics simulation, enhanced storage organization and rapid data access for spacious parameter sweeps
are insufficient features for the effective investigation of system behavior. This steered method allows the user to bias
the simulation into areas of conformational space yet to
be explored. The observed local distribution of entropy of
visited microstates determines when and how the bias should
be applied. These timescale and entropy histograms visually
indicate if the simulation has progressed to the point at which
applying another bias potential level would be beneficial and
free from serious error. Since there is no analytical method to
make this determination, tools to enable ad hoc exploration of
the parameter space are required. As a demonstration of the
nontriviality of this process, Figure 2 diagrams the timescale
performance as a function of branch location on the time axis.
Thus, the researcher controlling the simulation must monitor
the output histograms for error and smoothness while selecting
branch points that maximize simulation efficiency in terms of
timescale.
Summary: In certain exploratory applications, selecting all
workflow targets in advance may not be efficient, desirable,
or even possible. The workflow techniques presented here
improve the ability to browse intermediate simulation results
and guide simulation progress.
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Problem
Cooperative, unreliable storage fabric
Cooperative, unreliable compute fabric
Data access for computation
Science-friendly interaction with running batches

Solution
Data replication [10], [11]
Opportunistic computing [2], [12]
Locality, collocation [13]
The scientific filesystem abstraction

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS IN COOPERATIVE COMMODITY SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING .
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Fig. 1. a) In a parameter sweep [13], [14], user jobs typically fill a square
parameter space. b) To allow for interactive parameter execution, the system
has to allow the dynamic user creation of execution branches. Our approach
starts by encapsulating workflow elements as metadata-tagged filesets distributed throughout the computing infrastructure and accessible through the
parameter-driven scientific filesystem abstraction. Runtime progress reports
and visualisations are easily obtained from this framework. As a result of these
observations, dynamically created targets may be inserted. The parameterized
workflow system fills in the dependency structure for the new target and
spawns the required computation.
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